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Section 1 
Introduction 

 
Similar to many Districts across the State of Texas, Comfort Independent School District faces 
challenges with maintaining older and newer facilities to support the educational programs implemented 
by staff on behalf of the students.  Common questions that typically arise include: 
 

• When should a building be remodeled to extend its useful life? 
• What is the trigger condition to build new and replace old buildings? 
• Is more land needed for the District? 
• How can safety and security be improved? 
• Do classroom size meet TEA standards? 
• How much will improvements cost? 

 
Comfort ISD is currently facing many of these questions given the above average facility age.  This 
emphasizes the need to strategically plan for any infrastructure improvements.    
 
The School Board has recognized this need and authorized the preparation of this 2018 Strategic Facility 
Plan. This Plan has general goals to: 
 

• Assess all District owned facilities (comprehensive and technical) 
• Set short and long term facility goals (achievable and affordable plan) 
• Establish vision for integration of older and newer facilities (realistic and achievable) 
• Prioritize costs for any identified improvements (with path to update periodically so that 

Plan is perpetual). 
 
The team of the Education Service Center (ESC) Region 13 and Sledge Engineering, LLC (Sledge) 
completed site assessments of the existing Comfort ISD facilities, identified improvements needed, and 
provided cost estimates with recommended phasing.  This report summarizes the results of these efforts 
that collectively create the 2018 Strategic Facility Plan.   
 
1.1 Scope of Work 
 

In accordance with the Professional Services Agreement between Comfort ISD and ESC Region 
13, the scope of work for this Strategic Facility Plan includes the following work items: 

 
1. Prepare project schedule with estimated timeline to complete scope of work 
2. Review data provided by Owner. Anticipated data required by Owner: 

a. List of contacts (Superintendent, Department Heads, Principals, and 
others) 

b. Procedures for Sledge staff to visit sites (keys, badges, etc.) 
c. Previous studies and reports that may be applicable (such as inventories, 

Demographic Studies, etc.) 
d. Inventory list of facilities including building age, SF, additions by year 
e. Floor plans for each building with room numbers 
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f. Construction plans showing floor plans (if available) 
g. Inventory list of HVAC, Roof, and other physical components with age 

and model numbers where applicable 
h. Surveys completed by key ISD staff (survey to be provided by Sledge) 
i. Technology information including  

i. Network diagrams  
ii. Network inventory  

iii. Network configurations  
iv. Wireless inventory  
v. Building plans (PDF or .dwg) - With Telecommunication Room, PA 

head-end, and Security System head-end locations  
vi. Current ISP contract 

3. Conduct site visits to assess the following system components: 
i. Accessibility 

ii. Grounds 
iii. Playgrounds 
iv. Athletic areas 
v. Drainage 

vi. Parking 
vii. Traffic 

viii. Structural 
ix. Mechanical / Electrical 
x. Finishes 

xi. Safety / Security 
xii. Academic Learning Spaces 

xiii. Specialized Learning Spaces 
xiv. Support Spaces 
xv. Technology 

xvi. Energy Efficiency 
4. Summarize all pertinent data for each site in table to be included in report. 
5. Estimate educational capacity based on permanent general education classroom 

space and enrollment (Demographic Study is not included in this scope of work). 
6. Prepare an aerial site plan for use in illustrating the existing sites and planning 

future improvements as applicable (aerial images from Google Earth or other 
sources shall be used) 

7. Observe traffic (generally in afternoon pickup time) for each school 
8. List deficiencies and general observations for each site in summary table 
9. Identify capital improvement cost (including construction and non-construction 

costs) to correct identified deficiencies and to address future growth and 
educational program as applicable 

10. Provide summary information on energy (HVAC, lighting, and controls)  
11. Describe existing technology and plan for future improvements. 
12. Summarize existing building information in graphs and tables as applicable 

(building age, square footage of buildings, weighted age, etc.) 
13. Prioritize overall costs into three priority categories and summarize for budget 

planning for buildings and improvements 
14. Coordinate with Owner during course of work including: 
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a. Report status to owner on monthly basis for project 
b. Work with owner’s appointed staff 
c. Support owner’s communication and dialogue with local community 
d. Coordinate with other entities that may impact future improvements at the 

ISD such as City, TxDOT, County, etc. 
 

The deliverables associated with the scope of work include: 
 

1. Facilities Assessment for each site (separate PDF files for each site with photos as 
applicable) 

2. Strategic Facility Plan (report) including site layout plans, cost estimates, 
summary, and recommendations (digital copy of report to be provided in PDF 
format; hardcopies are not included) 

3. Review report with staff 
4. Review report with Board (up to two workshops included in this scope of work)  

 

The specific sites / buildings included in this Scope of Work are summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 – Facilities Included in Scope of Work (Information courtesy of CISD) 
 

COMFORT ISD 

Campus 
Year 

Occupied 
Building 

SF Total SF 
E1. Comfort Elementary School     92,683 
MAIN	ELEMENTARY	BUILDING	 1963	 21644	   
CLASSROOM	WING	C	 1980	 15780	   
CAFETERIA	BUILDING	 1980	 8328	   
GYMNASIUM	BUILDING	 1988	 7070	   
CLASSROOM	WING	D	 2001	 23152	   
CLASSROOM	WING	E	 2008	 13679	   
COVERED	PAVILION	 2009	 3030	   
S1.Comfort Junior High School     81,987 
MIDDLE	SCHOOL	CLASSROOMS/OFFICES	 1939	 17926	   
LIBRARY	BUILDING	 1950	 2487	   
CLASSROOM	BUILDING	 1950	 2758	   
PAVILION	 2007	 760	   
TECHNOLOGY/STORAGE	BUILDING	 1939	 7848	   
BAND	HALL	 1965	 5824	   
SCIENCE	CLASSROOM	BUILDING	 1965	 3996	   
MAIN	MIDDLE	SCHOOL	BUILDING	 2008	 39068	   
DRESSING	ROOMS	 2008	 1320	   
S2. Comfort High School     112,993 
MAIN	HIGH	SCHOOL	BUILDING	 1997	 77243	   
OLD	FIELD	HOUSE	 1998	 4080	   
AGRICULTURE	BUILDING	 2000	 24500	   
AGRICULTURE	BARN	 2008	 2520	   
GREENHOUSE	 2012	 450	   
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TRADES	BUILDING	 2008	 4200	   
O1.	Athletics	 		 		 25,592 
FIELD	HOUSE	 2008	 4595	   
WEIGHT	ROOM	 2002	 3200	   
ATHLETIC	EQUIPMENT	STORAGE	 2001	 1500	   
FOOTBALL	CONCESSIONS	BUILDING	 2000	 1986	   
HIGH	SCHOOL	BASEBALL	CONCESSIONS	 1999	 900	   
PUMP	HOUSE	 1997	 330	   
FOOTBALL	PRESS	BOX	 2007	 240	   
BASEBALL	DUGOUT	1	 2007	 330	   
BASEBALL	DUGOUT	2	 2007	 330	   
TICKET	BOOTH	1	 2009	 90	   
CONCESSIONS	BUILDING	 2007	 144	   
STORAGE	BUILDING	2	 2009	 144	   
STORAGE	BUILDING	1	 2009	 80	   
TICKET	BOOTH	 2007	 63	   
RESIDENTIAL	HOUSE	 1990	 2334	   
CONCESSIONS	BUILDING	 2013	 900	   
SOFTBALL	DUGOUT	1	 2013	 800	   
SOFTBALL	DUGOUT	2	 2013	 800	   
STORAGE	BUILDING	BY	HOUSE	 2013	 696	   
STONE	STORAGE	SHED	1	 1968	 144	   
STONE	STORAGE	SHED	2	 1968	 100	   
PUMPHOUSE	 1968	 25	   
ALGELT	FIELD	HOUSE	 1968	 4851	 		
PRESS	BOX	 1968	 200	 		
CONCESSIONS	BUILDING	 1968	 480	 		
RESTROOM	BUILDING	 1968	 330	 		
O2. Administration     5916 
CENTRAL	ADMINISTRATION	BUILDING	 1982	 3444	   
AEP/BAP	PORTABLE	BUILDING	 1996	 1575	   
TEXTBOOK	BUILDING	 1996	 897	   
O3. Maintenance and Transportation     10052 
BUS	BARN	 1960	 3120	   
MAINTENENCE	BUILDING	 1960	 4752	   
WAREHOUSE	BUILDING	 1996	 1200	   
STORAGE	BUILDING	 1996	 980	   

TOTAL     329,223 
 

Other facilities not listed above are excluded from this scope of work.   
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1.2 Criteria for Assessment 
 
The purpose of this Strategic Facility Plan is to evaluate the buildings and sites for: 
 
a) Building systems and components 
b )  Safety and security 
c)  TDLR/ADA compliance 
d) Educational adequacy 
 
The assessment criteria are evaluated based on various federal and state agencies, 
associations, industry standards, including but not limited to: 
 
1. TEA Texas Education Agency 
2. A4LE Association of Learning Environments 
3. ASHRAE Association of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers 
4. IES Illumination Engineering Society 
5. NFPA National Fire Protection Association 
6. AEIS TEA Academic Excellence Indicator System report. 
7. ADAAG Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines. 
8. TAS Texas Accessibility Standards. 
9. BOMA Building Owners and Managers Association. 
10. IBC International Building Code. 

 
1.3 Use of Strategic Facility Plan 

 
This 2018 Strategic Facility Plan was specifically prepared for Comfort Independent School 
District.  The site assessments and summaries are based on work by ESC Region 13 and Sledge 
Engineering for Comfort ISD.  The costs included herein are specific to the existing conditions, 
identified improvements, and phasing assumed.  The conclusions presented herein should not be 
employed to other Districts.  
 
The District is encouraged to implement the phased improvements summarized in this Plan.  
Comfort ISD should also update this plan periodically based on on-going condition assessments 
and enrollment needs. 
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Section 2 
District Facilities Overall Summary 

 
Table 1 listed the District facilities included in the scope of work for this 2018 Strategic Facility Plan.  
The buildings include all ISD facilities.  Figure 1 illustrates the square footage (SF) of the District 
buildings evaluated. 
 

Figure 1 – ISD Campus Square Footage  

 
 

 
The educational buildings contain pre-K through 12th grade.  These buildings represent 287,663SF or 
87% of the total District SF (329,223 SF).  As evidenced by Figure 1, the outdoor athletic type facilities 
(stadium, field houses etc.) represent 25,592 SF or 8% of the total square footage in the ISD.  The 
support and administration type buildings (administration, and maintenance) total 15,968 SF or 5% of 
total area. The ratios for educational versus extra-curricular, and support facilities are higher for Comfort 
ISD compared to other districts of similar size.  
 
Figure 2 graphs the original year of construction for all buildings listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 2 – ISD Campuses Original Year of Construction 
 

 
 
 
The original year of construction for each campus is shown in the chart. Each campus is however 
comprised of multiple buildings built at different times.  The oldest building in District is the 2 Story 
Rock building at the middle school at 97 years old. 
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Figure 3 summarizes the weighted campus age based on current year (2019). Weighted age takes into 
account each addition or building and their respective square footage and age to give a weighted average 
age of the campus. This is useful to get a general feel of the overall age of the campus. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 - ISD Weighted Campus Age 
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One of the unique aspects of Comfort ISD is the historical significance of several older buildings listed 
below: 
 
• Main	Middle	School	Building	(1950)	

• 2	Story	Rock	Building	(1922)	

 
There is inherent value in keeping these buildings for historical purposes and community significance if 
they can be maintained and remain functional for education or support activities.  Typical issues with 
older facilities is absence of adherence to modern building and fire codes, little handicap accessibility, 
lack of meeting TEA standards, and barriers to expansion.  This concept and options will be explored 
further in Section 3 - Summary of Facilities and Recommended Improvements. 
 

 
2 Story Rock Building 

 
 
Two critical building components that can vary in age from the original listed building ages are HVAC 
and roof ages.  The HVAC systems ages vary, however some are nearing the end of their useful life.  
The roof types vary in type including Built up, TPO, shingle or metal roofs.  These needs will be 
discussed by campus in section 3. 
 
The surveys requested by Sledge were completed by the campus administration, principals, and staff.   
Appendix A includes the surveys completed by the ISD as part of the 2019 Strategic Facility Plan. Part 
of the campus surveys included current enrollment at all grade levels. Part of the assessments included 
measurement of general education area (SF). While the total building areas are shown in Table 1 and 
Figure 1, the total SF is typically not used for calculating general education capacity as common areas 
are excluded (like workrooms, science rooms, art/band, office, portables, etc.).   The general education 
classrooms were measured as part of the Sledge assessment.  The enrollment numbers and general 
education classroom area can be used to determine capacity of the grade levels as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 - Education Capacity Per Campus (Based on SF) 

 

CAMPUS	 GRADES	
CURRENT	

ENROLLMENT	
MAX.	

CAPACITY	
%	OF	

CAPACITY	
Elementary	 Pre-k	-	5th	 490 836	 59%	
Middle	School	 6th	-	8th	 268 552	 49%	
High	School	 9th-12th	 351 562	 62%	

 
Notes:  
1) Elementary	classrooms	assume	22	students	per	classroom	with	0.95	utilization.	
2) Middle	School	classrooms	assume	25	students	per	classroom	with	0.85	

utilization.	

3) High	School	classrooms	assume	25	students	per	classroom	with	0.75	utilization.	
 
Figure 4 illustrates the general education capacities.  Priority of improvements generally should consider capacity 
issues but current total general education space appears adequate by this calculation. The use of specific spaces 
and scheduling should also be taken into account when prioritizing as well.  
 
Figure 5(a) through 5(d) illustrate three growth projection scenarios for CISD based on historic enrollment data 
and regional trends. Generally the “current,” or medium trend is most inline with historic growth rates. The other 
two scenarios account for a slow down in area growth or an increase in current growth patterns, such as a new 
neighborhood development, that would quickly bring more students to CISD. 
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Figure 4 - Education Campus Capacity 
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Figure 5(a) – Enrollment Growth Projections (Current Rate) 
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Figure 5(b) – Enrollment Growth Projections (Slow Rate) 
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Figure 5(c) – Enrollment Growth Projections (Moderate Rate) 
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Figure 5(d) – Enrollment Growth Projections (Fast Rate)
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Figure 5(e) – Enrollment Growth Projections (Very Fast Rate) 
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Section 3 
Summary of Facilities and Recommended Improvements 

 
Sledge Engineering staff completed several visits to the Comfort ISD site and facilities. Each 
site/building was evaluated based on key areas of: 
 

• Site	Civil	

o Parking	

o Drainage	and	Topography	

o Access	to	Buildings	

o Exterior	Lighting	

• Architectural	

o Building	Envelope	(cladding,	windows,	doors,	insulation,	roof)	

o Interior	of	Building	(for	each	functional	space	such	as	classrooms,	

administration,	library,	athletics,	etc.	information	gathered	for	walls,	ceiling,	

floors,	light	levels,	audio/visual,	doors,	SF,	etc.)	

• Play	and	Recreational	Areas	(access	to,	ADA	compliant	equipment,	fall	material,	etc.)	

• Food	Service	(numbers	served)		

• Safety	and	Security	(cameras,	access	control,	secure	entry,	site	access,	etc.)	

• Mechanical,	Electrical,	and	Plumbing	(MEP)	

o HVAC	systems,	duct,	return	air,	etc.	

o Electrical	panel	type	and	age	

o Restrooms	information	(number	of	urinals,	stalls,	etc.)	

• ADA	Compliance	

o Play	areas	

o Building	access	

o Doors	and	Hardware	

o Sidewalks	

o Parking	

o Restrooms	(and	water	fountains)	

• Structural	

o Foundations	(visual	inspection	only	with	no	testing)	

o Roof	Deck	

o Walls	

• Technology	

o MDF	

o IDF	

o Wireless	access	

 
As previously noted, all of the District’s facilities were included under the scope for the 2019 Strategic 
Facility Plan (see Figure 6).  This section summarizes the findings from the record reviews and on site 
observations.  This section also provides priority list of improvements for each site/building. 
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Figure 6. District Facilities Map 
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3.1 Elementary Campus 
 
For the purposes of the 2018 Strategic Facility Plan, the elementary site is considered to include 
the following buildings: 

 
The building SF and age of these facilities are summarized in Table 3.  

 
Table 3 – Elementary Campus – SF and Age 

 

Campus 
Year 

Occupied 
Building 

SF Total SF 
E1. Comfort Elementary School     92,683 
MAIN	ELEMENTARY	BUILDING	 1963	 21644	   
CLASSROOM	WING	C	 1980	 15780	   
CAFETERIA	BUILDING	 1980	 8328	   
GYMNASIUM	BUILDING	 1988	 7070	   
CLASSROOM	WING	D	 2001	 23152	   
CLASSROOM	WING	E	 2008	 13679	   
COVERED	PAVILION	 2009	 3030	   

 
The campus includes grades Pre-K through 5th.  The enrollment per campus for the district was 
provided in Figure 4. The students are led by 38 teachers and 11 
administrators/paraprofessionals/aides.  There is 1 full time custodian. 

 
The current floor plan for the campus and related buildings are shown in Figure 7.   
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Figure 7 – Campus Floor Plan 
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Figure 8 – Campus FEMA Floodplain Map 
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3.1.1 Traffic 
 

Traffic was observed as part of the 2019 Strategic Facility Plan.  Safety certainly extends 
beyond the school and includes student drop-off and pick-up procedures. General 
observations follow: 
 
• Bus	riders	are	in	the	front	of	the	campus	and	led	by	staff.	

• Buses	fill	the	area	up	quickly	though	it	is	less	of	a	problem	due	to	low	traffic	

of	the	adjacent	residential	roads.	Most	of	the	traffic	is	school	related.		

• Car	traffic	(parent	pickup)	is	at	the	back	of	the	campus.	Parents	are	not	

allowed	to	enter	the	back	parking	lot	until	the	bell	rings.	At	this	time	a	gate	is	

opened	and	the	line	is	progressed	forward.	

• Staff	calls	out	student	names	and	they	assist	student	loading	into	each	car.	

There	are	canopies	and	adequate	space	to	do	so.	

 
 
In general, release of students at the elementary school appears relatively safe and 
orderly. The current practice of having the back parking lot fenced and gated off is a 
good safety feature and aids in overall campus security as well as protects students from 
being around moving vehicles prior to being led to the line by staff. 
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3.1.2 Observations and Deficiencies 
 
On-site observations occurred in late 2018 by Sledge staff at the site to include all 
buildings/facilities.  Evaluations were completed with focus on site civil, general 
structural engineering, mechanical/electrical/plumbing (MEP) engineering, and 
architectural, as well as overall educational adequacy. 
 
 
Photographs of the key buildings of the campus are shown below. 

 
A Wing (Main Entry) 

 

 
The above photo is at the main entry of the elementary, showing the need for a secure front entry. This is 
used to block foot traffic from entering this wing rather than going to the office. 
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Main Entry Foyer 

 
 
 
 
 

B Wing 
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C Wing 

 
 

C Wing Restrooms 
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Cafeteria 

 
 
 

Serving Line 
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Stage 

 
 

Gym 
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D Wing 

 
 

E Wing Classroom 
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Front Playground 
 

 
 

Trail to Back Playground 

 
Visibility of this playground from the campus is of concern. Thinning out and beautification of the creek 
will help visibility as well as add a possibility of a new outdoor learning area. Adding one in this 
location will also help. 
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Some of the key areas of concerns and/or observations noted for the Elementary related 
site and buildings include: 

 
1) Site 

a) Visibility and seclusion of the back playground. Thinning out the brush 
and trees in creek area would help visibility and add safety to this area. 

b) Some site paving in need of repair, especially near cafeteria. 
c) Gate near cafeteria should not be left open for site security reasons. 
 

2) Building(s) 
a) Wing A/B 

i. Carpet, VCT and ceiling tile is in fair condition and should be planned 
for replacement in the near future. 

ii. Main entry is not secure. Using a bus cut out for direction to main 
office, blocking hallway. This area can be remodeled along with the 
office area to allow for a new secure entry vestibule for secure check-
in of guests. 

iii. Some classrooms have chalkboards. It is recommended that chalk 
boards be replaced with marker boards for indoor air quality reasons. 

iv. T8 lighting throughout. LED lighting can save energy costs and should 
be considered in the future. 

v. Kitchen has 9x9 tile floor tile. This tile should be tested prior to 
removal as it is consistent with asbestos containing tiles 

b. Wing C 
i. Surface mounted T8 lighting in hallways. Recommend updating with 

LED lighting for energy savings 
ii. Floor finishes are fair, but will need to be replaced in the near future as 

they are nearing the end of their lifecycle. 
iii. Ceiling tile is 24x48 acoustic tile nearing the end of its lifecycle. It is 

recommended to replace with new 24x24 grid and tile as it does not 
sag as quickly as the larger 24x48. 

iv. Update restroom finishes and partitions.  
c. Wing D 

i. Recommend updating T8 lighting to LED for energy savings. 
ii. Finishes are generally in good condition, but should be planned for 

replacement in the next 10 years. 
d. Wing E 

i. This building is the newest classroom wing on campus.  
ii. Finishes are in good condition. 

e. Cafeteria 
i. Cafeteria windows sweat a lot. They are single pane and not energy 

efficient. Recommend replacing these windows to mitigate problems 
with sweat as well as the additional heat/cooling load these require in 
the building. 
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ii. Updates of the HVAC system to cover heat/cooling load of the 
building are needed. Kitchen area can get very warm. There is a 
window unit in place to help with additional cooling. Eating area also 
gets very warm on hot days when full of students. 

iii. Ceiling tile should be replaced in the near future. 
f. Gymnasium 

i. No air conditioning in gym. Recommend new HVAC and insulation 
for this space to allow more comfortable use on hot or cold days. 

ii. Area to old weight room is not handicap accessible. This area is not 
being used at this time. 

iii. Canopy does not fully connect to this building on the route to get here 
causing students to get wet on rainy days.  

iv. Some minor ADA slope issues along path to entry. 
ii)  

3) Education 
a) Most classrooms meet TEA recommended size requirements. The smaller 

rooms in the A and B wing are being used for other purposes currently.  
b) The campus has capacity for additional students, however on the campus 

side of the creek there is not room for growth. 
c) For additional capacity in the future, a pre-K/Kinder campus across the 

creek should be considered. This would allow for use of this campus for 
many years to come.  

 
4) Safety 

a) No secure entry vestibule 
b) Minimum visibility from campus to back playground. Clearing out of 

creek brush and trimming trees will help with visibility and security. 
c) Consider new playground on campus side of creek. 
d) Many hidden areas on campus due to building layout. Some site fencing to 

make these areas inaccessible from parking areas or from students may be 
considered. 

e) Fence back property to prevent vandalism, people driving onto the 
property. (received reports of prior vandalism to courts etc.) 
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Figure 9 – Comfort Elementary Proposed Improvements 
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3.1.3 Comfort Elementary Recommendations and Costs 
 
The improvements for Comfort Elementary are associated with addressing general safety 
and usability concerns as well as updating finishes throughout. Recommendations are 
also being made to address space for future growth.  Cost to make these upgrades are 
shown in Table 4.   

 
Table 4 – Comfort Elementary Related Cost Items with Phasing  

 

Description Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 
New Secure Entry (Including Remodel 
Admin Area) $645,000     

Replace Classroom Door Hardware to Lock 
Inside $30,000     

Door Card Reader at Exterior Doors $52,000     
Fire Alarm for Wing A $20,000     
New Pre-K / K Campus     $7,020,000 
Parking/ Drives for Pre-K / K Campus     $260,000 
Replace Flooring (VCT, Cpt) Wing A, B, C, 
Cafeteria, Gym $343,000     

New Security Alarm System $359,000     
New Aluminum Canopy- Connect Cafeteria 
/ Gym and for new Campus $98,000     

Replace HVAC Cafeteria $256,000     
Replace Windows in cafeteria $78,000     
Gym HVAC and Insulation $316,000     
HVAC Replacement 79 total,( based on 
age) $455,000 $390,000 $260,000 

Creek Beautification/ Playground Visibility $65,000     
Fence Perimeter of back property $31,000     
Repair Cracked Wall at Gym and Renovate 
Gym Restrooms $130,000     

Foundation Repair and Wall Repair D wing $156,000     
New Walking Track on Back Property     $65,000 
Replace Toilet Fixtures in D Wing $8,000     
LED Lighting Retrofit $478,000     
        

Opinion of Cost Per Priority $3,520,000 $390,000 $7,605,000 
Total for Facility     $11,515,000 
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3.2 Middle School Campus 
 

For the purposes of the 2018 Strategic Facility Plan, the middle school site is considered to 
include the following buildings: 

 
The building SF and age of these facilities are summarized in Table 5.  The campus floor plan 
can be found in Figure 10. A FEMA floodplain map has been provided in Figure 11 for 
reference to any known flood issues at this site.  

 
Table 5– Middle School Building Summary – SF and Age 

 

Campus 
Year 

Occupied 
Building 

SF Total SF 
S1.Comfort Junior High School     81,987 
MIDDLE	SCHOOL	CLASSROOMS/OFFICES	 1939	 17926	   
LIBRARY	BUILDING	 1950	 2487	   
CLASSROOM	BUILDING	 1950	 2758	   
PAVILION	 2007	 760	   
TECHNOLOGY/STORAGE	BUILDING	 1939	 7848	   
BAND	HALL	 1965	 5824	   
SCIENCE	CLASSROOM	BUILDING	 1965	 3996	   
MAIN	MIDDLE	SCHOOL	BUILDING	 2008	 39068	   
DRESSING	ROOMS	 2008	 1320	   
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Figure 10 – Campus Floor Plan 
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Figure 11 – Campus FEMA Floodplain Map 
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3.2.1 Traffic 
 
Bus riders are picked up along High Street. There are 11 buses waiting along the curb during 
pick up. The way the buses are situated blocks traffic from passing through. Given the lack of on 
site drives and the lack of area to install new on site drives as well as minimal traffic along High 
Street at this location, this pick up works ok. It is recommended to attempt getting these buses 
off the street for loading to allow for additional safety as well as to not block passing traffic. If a 
new parking lot is constructed on the west side of the campus, this location would be ideal for 
bus pick up. It should be noted however that different scheduling may be necessary to safely 
accommodate buses within the parking lot. 
 
Car traffic is picked up along the drive at Front St. This allows students to be picked up on 
campus and can avoid students walking out into the street. The drive is not long enough to 
accommodate the number of cars in line to stack on campus meaning that much of the line 
blocks the street. While this is not ideal, given the low non-school related traffic and limited 
onsite room for additional drives it seems to function ok for the campus. It is recommended to 
now allow parents to park in adjacent drives, parking lots and streets requiring students to cross 
traffic during this busy time. If students are being picked up by car, it is recommended they all be 
picked up at the same location for safety reasons. 
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3.2.2 Observations and Deficiencies 
 
Photographs of the key middle school related facilities are shown below: 

 
 

 
 

Library 

 
 

Band/Art Building 
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Science Building 

 
 
 

Competition Gym 
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Cafeteria 

 
 
 
 
 

Serving Lines 
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New Wing Corridor 
 

 
 

Old Wing Classroom 
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Administration Office Area 

 
 

Science Room 
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Some of the key areas of concerns and/or observations noted for the Middle School areas 
include: 

 
 

1) Site: 
a) Multiple buildings on this campus do not allow for a secure site from easy 

outside entry. 
b) Fencing site and connecting main building will help with the site security 

and allow for more secure courtyard space. 
c) Giant ramp at front of middle school should be considered for demolition, 

if another ramp is desired to this door a ramp to the west would allow for 
much less ramp to be built. An addition to the west side of the campus 
may allow for a new entry. 

2) Buildings: 
a. Main Building  

i. Contains the main office which is undersized and does not flow well.  
ii. No secure entry vestibule 
iii. The above area could be renovated to allow for a secure vestibule and 

better laid out office space, however this space could be remodeled for 
other educational space and new admin and secure entry could be 
included in a new addition to the west.  

iv. Connecting this building to the 2008 building with an addition will 
allow for a much more secure Campus. 

b. Library: 
i. Restrooms are not ADA compliant 
ii. Storage is crowded 
iii. Overall size of stacks and computer lab is adequate for current use 
iv. Building is stand alone and left unlocked to allow student access.  
v. Recommend demo of this building and including in a new addition. 
vi. Finishes are fair throughout and nearing the end of lifecycle 

c. Science Building 
i.  Building is separate from the rest of the campus, doors left unlocked 

for student access. 
ii. Lab furniture and millwork is aging and should be replaced 
iii. This building should be considered for demolition or other not 

educational use. New science lab addition connected to the classroom 
building is recommended. 

d. Band Hall and Art Room 
i. Band hall is running out of room 
ii. Remodel of this building to allow the art space to be added to the band 

space will allow adequate space for the band 
iii. Art classroom should be considered in the new addition. 

e. 2 Story Rock Building 
i. This building is an excellent candidate for a restoration / renovation to 

be used as central administration and technology center. 
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ii. Some pier and beam foundation movement that shows through to the 
second floor. 

iii. Second floor needs remodel to be used, including all finishes and 
repair of plaster. Tin ceiling is above the drop in ceiling and could be 
refinished for a more period correct look 

iv. ADA access is unavailable to the second floor. Elevator can be added 
at the back where the current fire escape slide is located. 

f. Cottage 
i. This building is in poor condition, ceiling is caving in, water in 

building and mold growing on floor, many broken windows etc. 
Recommend demo of this building. 

 
3) Education 

a) Classrooms in the old main building are slightly smaller than TEA 
recommended size. 

b) Seating in old gym is not ADA compliant 
c) No HVAC in old gym 
d) Entry is not ADA compliant due to slope of sidewalk and landing at door. 
e) Minor upgrades to restrooms will allow for ADA compliance. 

4) Safety 
a) Overall site is not secure 
b) No secure entry vestibule 
c) More security cameras will help cover site. 
d) Vacant and non secured buildings allow for safety issues 
e) Bus and Car Pickup would be safer if all on campus rather than in street 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
3.2.3 Recommendations and Costs 

 
The improvements for Comfort Middle School are associated with addressing general 
safety and usability concerns as well as updating finishes throughout. The largest of these 
costs are associated with the building additions. Recommendations are also being made 
to address space for future growth.  Cost to make these upgrades are shown in Table 6.   
Site aerial for reference is shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 – Middle Recommended Improvements  
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Table 6 – Middle School Related Cost Items with Phasing  

Description Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 
Western Addition1 $5,133,000     
Science Addition2 $2,309,000     
Main Building Renovation (Old Wing) $741,000     
Band Hall Renovation $1,144,000     
Repair Basement Area for Storage Use 
Including Water Remediation and Pier 
Repairs 

$195,000     

Renovate Old Gym $936,000     
Replace Classroom Door Hardware to Lock 
Inside $12,000     

Exterior Door Card Reader / Keyless Entry3 $25,000     
New Paved Parking / Pick-up Loop $140,000     
New Wrought Iron Fence for Secure 
Courtyard Area $22,000     

Demo of Buildings Required for Additions $196,000     
Replace HVAC Units (based on age, 49 
Units Total) $247,000 $195,000 $195,000 

Move Technology to Science Building see admin     
LED Lighting Upgrades $291,000     
Upgrade site/building lighting along High 
Street $39,000     

        
Opinion of Cost Per Priority $11,430,000 $195,000 $195,000 

Total for Facility     $11,820,000 
 
1 Western Addition Includes: New Library, Administration, Nurse’s Office, Entry, Life skills, 7 
Classrooms, Art Room, Student and Staff Restrooms and associated mechanical, electrical and tech 
spaces. 
2 Science Addition Includes 3 Combination Science Labs with Prep rooms and associated mechanical / 
electrical spaces 
3 This cost assumes not adding to exterior of demolished buildings or those converted to use other than 
educational use (ie: does not include existing library, science or rock building) 
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3.3 High School Campus 
 

For the purposes of the 2019 Strategic Facility Plan, the high school site is considered to include 
the buildings shown in Table 7. 
 
Figure 13 shows a campus floor plan for reference purposes. A FEMA floodplain map is 
provided in Figure 14 showing any available flood information for this site. 
 
 
 

Table 7 – High School Campus – SF and Age 
 

Campus 
Year 

Occupied 
Building 

SF Total SF 
S2. Comfort High School     112,993 
MAIN	HIGH	SCHOOL	BUILDING	 1997	 77243	   
OLD	FIELD	HOUSE	 1998	 4080	   
AGRICULTURE	BUILDING	 2000	 24500	   
AGRICULTURE	BARN	 2008	 2520	   
GREENHOUSE	 2012	 450	   
TRADES	BUILDING	 2008	 4200	   
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Figure 13 – High School Campus Floor Plan 
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Figure 14 – High School Campus FEMA Floodplain Map 
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3.3.1 Traffic 
 

Traffic was observed as part of the 2019 Strategic Facility Plan.  Safety certainly extends 
beyond the school and includes student drop-off and pick-up procedures. General 
observations follow: 
 
• Bus	riders	are	in	the	loop	in	the	front	of	the	campus.	

• All	buses	wait	until	filled	and	leave	at	the	same	time.	There	are	some	safety	

concerns	with	the	left	turn	onto	the	highway	due	to	the	speed	of	oncoming	

traffic.	

• Car	traffic	(parent	pickup)	is	at	north	side	of	the	campus.	Most	parents	tend	

to	park	in	the	parking	lot	and	students	go	to	the	parked	cars.	Some	cars	also	

park	in	front	loop	parking	lot.		

• Student	parking	is	also	at	the	side	parking	lot.	Most	students	clear	out	

quickly,	some	are	still	on	campus	for	athletics.	It	is	recommended	that	

students	staying	on	campus	for	after	school	sports	not	be	allowed	to	move	

cars	immediately	after	school	lets	out.	This	will	free	up	at	least	25	vehicles	

from	traffic	at	dismissal	time.	

 
 
In general, release of students at the High School works ok, however with some 
improvements this can be a safer more orderly event. Fully separating car traffic from bus 
traffic is always a recommended practice. Also separating student traffic from other 
traffic is recommended. Eventually all or most traffic exiting to Karger Ln. and the 
addition of a traffic signal would be ideal. This will take an agreement with TxDot to 
allow a traffic signal. 

 
 
 
 
 
3.3.2 Observations and Deficiencies 

 
Photographs of the High School follow: 
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Cafetorium  

 

 
 

Library 
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Art Classroom 

 
 
 
 
 

Science Classroom 
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Some of the key areas of concerns and/or observations noted at the High School Campus  
include: 

 
1. Some modifications to the front entry will allow for a secure vestibule type entry 

for proper check in of guests. The rest of the campus is very open, but this will aid 
in student safety for classroom areas. 

2. The lack of a second gym can make scheduling difficult. Also current gym does 
not lend itself to working well for tournaments. Seating is difficult to pull out and 
put away. 

3. Lighting in Ag shop is inadequate for the type of work being done in this facility. 
Recommend upgrading to LED lighting. 

4. Ag classrooms are in need of upgrades, finishes are all poor. Replace flooring, 
ceiling, paint etc. 

5. Building trades building does not have a classroom. Currently students meet in 
the shop for classwork as well as shop work. An air-conditioned classroom is 
recommended for safety purposes to separate students doing work with tools from 
those working on computers or books. 

6. Cafetorium is crowded for use as an auditorium and adds extra wear and tear to 
furniture. Future planning for a dedicated performing arts space is recommended 
on this site. 

7. Some technology upgrades needed such as adding server at the field house and ag 
buildings. It is also recommended to consolidate switches into closets where 
possible rather than having them in classrooms. This will help prolong the life of 
these units and prevent accidental damage. 

8. Classroom and Cafeteria furniture is aging and showing signs of wear. New 
furniture should be planned for this campus.  

9. Ag facility and building trades buildings need a new fire alarm system. 
10. Repairs needed to field house fire alarm system for communication with main 

campus system. 
11. LED lighting upgrades throughout the campus are recommended for energy 

savings as well as reduced maintenance costs. 
12. Additional parking lot lighting at both back parking lots (concrete lots) is 

recommended. It is very dark in these areas at night. 
13. Changes to bus/student driving are recommended to increase safety. 

 
 

3.3.2 Recommendations and Costs 
 

A site plan for reference purposes is provided in Figure 15. The general cost items are 
provided in Table 8.   
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Figure 15 – High School Recommended Improvements Site Plan 
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Table 8 – High School Related Cost Items with Phasing  
 

Description Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 
        

Remodel Ag Classrooms (finishes/lighting) $109,000     
New Ag Shop Lighting (LED) $49,000     
Replace Classroom Door Hardware in Main 
Building $14,000     

Exterior Door Card Readers/ Keyless Entry $46,000     

New Building Trades Classroom Addition $351,000     
Secure Entry With Conference Room $137,000     
New Fieldhouse / Weight Room see athletics     
New Competition Gymnasium see athletics     
Remodel Existing Field Houses for 
Storage, Field Use see athletics     

LED Lighting Upgrades $478,000     
Replace HVAC Units based on age (52 
Total) $377,000 $208,000 $91,000 

Electrical Upgrades at Cafeteria $26,000     
New Auditorium1     $4,420,000 

Technology Upgrades See 
Administration      

Added Parking Lot Lighting (back lots) $182,000     
New Classroom and Cafeteria Furniture $675,000     
        

Opinion of Cost Per Priority $2,444,000 $208,000 $4,511,000 
Total for Facility     $7,163,000 

 
1 Auditorium budget assumes 800 seats 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4 Athletics 
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The Athletics Department consists of the buildings included in Table 9, Conditions of other 
athletics facilities such as gyms are assessed along with the campus they are a part of. 
 

Table 9– Athletic Facilities  
 

Campus 
Year 

Occupied 
Building 

SF Total SF 
O1.	Athletics	 		 		 25,592 
FIELD	HOUSE	 2008	 4595	   
WEIGHT	ROOM	 2002	 3200	   
ATHLETIC	EQUIPMENT	STORAGE	 2001	 1500	   
FOOTBALL	CONCESSIONS	BUILDING	 2000	 1986	   
HIGH	SCHOOL	BASEBALL	CONCESSIONS	 1999	 900	   
PUMP	HOUSE	 1997	 330	   
FOOTBALL	PRESS	BOX	 2007	 240	   
BASEBALL	DUGOUT	1	 2007	 330	   
BASEBALL	DUGOUT	2	 2007	 330	   
TICKET	BOOTH	1	 2009	 90	   
CONCESSIONS	BUILDING	 2007	 144	   
STORAGE	BUILDING	2	 2009	 144	   
STORAGE	BUILDING	1	 2009	 80	   
TICKET	BOOTH	 2007	 63	   
RESIDENTIAL	HOUSE	 1990	 2334	   
CONCESSIONS	BUILDING	 2013	 900	   
SOFTBALL	DUGOUT	1	 2013	 800	   
SOFTBALL	DUGOUT	2	 2013	 800	   
STORAGE	BUILDING	BY	HOUSE	 2013	 696	   
STONE	STORAGE	SHED	1	 1968	 144	   
STONE	STORAGE	SHED	2	 1968	 100	   
PUMPHOUSE	 1968	 25	   
ALGELT	FIELD	HOUSE	 1968	 4851	 		
PRESS	BOX	 1968	 200	 		
CONCESSIONS	BUILDING	 1968	 480	 		
RESTROOM	BUILDING	 1968	 330	 		

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4.1 Observations and Deficiencies 
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Photographs of the Athletics Department follow: 
 

 
 
 

Stadium 

 
 

Concession 
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Baseball Press Box and Restrooms 

 
Softball Press Box and Restrooms 
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Some of the key areas of concerns and/or observations noted at the Athletics include: 
 

1. Distance to field house locker rooms takes students a long time to get to class, taking 
away from practice time. 

2. Field Houses are in need of some remodeling to function better for their use. There is 
minimum storage and nowhere dedicated for visiting teams. 

3. Weight room is outdated, has not HVAC and equipment is aging. 
4. There is need for a second gymnasium at the high school campus site. It is 

recommended that this be a full competition gymnasium. The placement of this 
facility between the existing high school and stadium would allow multi-use of this 
facility and its locker rooms.  

5. The addition of turf on the football field would allow for multi-use of the field for 
practice, band, local clubs, etc. Also the addition of an indoor multi-use practice 
facility would be very useful for the athletic department to allow for more bad / hot 
weather practice days. This facility can be used by all sports and band if needed. It 
would be recommended to attach this facility to the new competition gymnasium. 

6. The stadium press box is undersized for modern use of this facility. There should be 
separate private rooms for minimum of Home, Visitor, Press. The current location of 
the press box is good as it allows ADA access to this location. It also allows for the 
expansion of ADA seating at this level. 

7. The baseball and softball are in need of some sand leveling to fill holes and tripping 
hazards within the playing area. 

8. Baseball field needs a low retaining wall to prevent wash-out around back of field. 
9. Altgelt field is very outdated, if this facility is planned for future or current use, a full 

renovation of this facility will be needed.  
1. The field house has no ADA compliance. 
2. The stands, while newer need to have ADA seating and ADA pathway. 
3. Parking is not paved and is deteriorated. Not ADA parking. 
4. Lighting is outdated. 
5. Fencing is deteriorated. 
6. This site could be abandoned for use of the high school athletic facilities if 

turf is chosen to allow for the extra traffic on that field. 
 

3.4.2 Recommendations and Costs 
 

The athletic facilities cost items are provided in Table 10.  See Figure 16 and Figure 17 
for Athletic Improvements at the High School Site and Altgelt Field. A FEMA floodplain 
map is provided for the Algelt Field site in Figure 18. Serious consideration should be 
taken prior to the addition of any structures in this site as much of this site is shown to be 
within the floodway and 100yr floodplain.  
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Figure 16 – Athletic Related Improvements High School Site 

 
*Note: Some improvements noted above are related to the High School Section of this report 
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Figure 17 – Athletic Related Improvements Altgelt Field  
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Figure 18 –Altgelt Field FEMA Floodplain Map 
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Table 10 – Athletic Related Cost Items with Phasing  
 

Description Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 
High School Site 

New Locker rooms, Weight room 
athletic offices $4,491,000     

New Competition Gymnasium1 

(attached to above facility)   $7,638,000   

New Practice Facility (attached to new 
gym)     $2,275,000 

Remodel Existing Field Houses for 
Storage, Field Use   $338,000   

New Synthetic Turf Field     $1,040,000 
New Home Side Press Box (HS Field) $104,000     
Add low retaining wall behind Baseball 
Field $39,000     

Altgelt Field Updates 
New Paving with ADA sites     $429,000 
ADA path and seating   $13,000   
Field Irrigation   $104,000   
Field topdressing, new turf     $325,000 
Renovate Field House Building   $338,000   
New Fencing     $29,000 

Opinion of Cost Per Priority $4,634,000 $8,431,000 $4,098,000 
Total for Facility     $17,163,000 

 
1 Competition gym assumes 800 permanent spectator seats 
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3.5 Administration 
 

The Administration Building houses the Superintendent and ISD support staff.  The School 
Board uses the main meeting room for the public meetings. The building was constructed in 
1982 and is 3,444 SF in size. The administration campus also includes 2 portables. One is the 
AEP building and the other is for storage. 
 
3.5.1 Observations and Deficiencies 

 
Photographs of the Administration Building follow: 
 

Administration Building - Exterior 

 
 

Board Room 
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Workroom / Office Space 

 
 
Some of the key areas of concerns and/or observations noted at the Administration 
Building include: 

 
1. ADA compliance issues for access to the building and also interior ADA issues. 

1. Restrooms and paths to restrooms are not ADA compliant.  
2. Most office door clearances are not ADA compliant 
3. Kitchen area is not ADA compliant. 
4. Front entry door/ sidewalk area not ADA compliant 

2. Overall size is too small to house all administrative staff. Some have to office 
elsewhere. 

3. Inadequate size of secure permanent record storage 
4. Location of building on site makes it difficult for addition. 
5. On site pavement in poor condition 
6. Consideration to convert the 2 story rock building on the Middle School campus to 

administration should be taken. Sharing space with the current technology use. 
1. Upstairs is in need of renovation 
2. Some foundation repair is necessary to level the upstairs floor. 
3. Overall building is in sound condition and will serve the district for many 

more years with renovation. 
4. More staff on this campus will help with the overall security of the middle 

school campus. 
7. Consideration to convert this site to maintenance to free up space for transportation at 

the current transportation site or vacating this site and selling should be made.  
8. Other Administrative Facilities 

1. House at Softball Field Property 
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1. Some renovation needed for this house to remain in use.  
1. A/C and electrical upgrades 
2. Sealant and Insulation upgrades 

9. Other administrative considerations: 
1. Teacherages – Additional ISD owned housing for teachers. In many districts 

similar to Comfort ISD where there is not an abundance of affordable housing 
in the direct area, districts are considering rentable housing to incentivize and 
attract new staff to the district. As this is currently not a priority item, no 
budget information is included in this strategic facility plan. 

2. Technology Upgrades 
1. Based on the age of current district technology infrastructure 

equipment and the need to keep up with ever changing and demanding 
technology requirements, the district will need to plan for the 
following items at a minimum. 

1. 55 Layer 3, or better, switches that support gigabit to the 
desktop, minimum 48 ports 

2. 7 fiber switches w/ at least 12 ports 
3. 7 voice routers 
4. 1 storage server 
5. 5 servers for virtualization 

 
 
 
 
Figure 19 shows a FEMA floodplain map for this site. 
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Figure 19 – FEMA Floodplain Map – Administration Site 
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3.5.2 Recommendations and Costs 
 

The general cost items for administration are provided in Table 11.  
 

 
Table 11– Administration Related Cost Items with Phasing  

 
Description Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 
Remodel Existing Rock Building $2,282,000     
Repairs to House at Softball Field $25,000     
Move Technology to Science Building on 
Middle School Campus $250,000     

Technology Upgrades (district-wide) $329,000 $210,000 $90,000 
        

Opinion of Cost Per Priority $2,886,000 $210,000 $90,000 
Total for Facility     $3,186,000 
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3.6 Maintenance and Transportation 
 

The current Maintenance and Transportation Departments share property at 211 Hwy 473. The 
list of observations and deficiencies follow: 
 
3.6.1 Observations and Deficiencies 

 
Photographs of the Administration Building follow: 
 

Maintenance and Transportation Building - Exterior 
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Some of the key areas of concerns and/or observations noted at the Maintenance and 
Transportation Site include: 

 
1. ADA compliance issues for access to the building and also interior ADA issues 
2. Quickly running out of room to house all buses and fleet vehicles in the secure lot 
3. No room for expansion in current location 
4. Considerations 

1. Consider a new Transportation Facility to house all bus and transportation 
facility needs at a new site with a minimum of 3 acres. 

2. Consider moving Maintenance to existing administration building. This will 
free up additional space for maintaining buses as well as remove some fleet 
vehicles from the site and allow this site to work longer for the transportation 
department. In the case of significant ISD growth, this site will be inadequate 
at that time for Transportation use. 

 
 
 
 

A FEMA Floodplain Map is provided in Figure 20. Serious considerations should be taken for 
any improvements to this site and or purchasing any adjacent properties. Many of the adjacent 
properties are located within the current noted floodway according to FEMA. The site itself is 
shown to be at the top of the 100 year floodplain. 
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Figure 20 – Maintenance And Transportation Site FEMA Floodplain Map  
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3.6.2 Recommendations and Costs 

 
The general cost items are provided in Table 12.  
 
 

Table 12 – Maintenance and Transportation Related Cost Items with Phasing  
Description Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 

New Transportation Facility 
Upgrades at Existing Maintenance, (yard 
and building)     $546,000 

Security Alarm (For New Building)     $39,000 
Fire Alarm (For New Building)     $20,000 
Exterior Door Card Readers     $10,000 
New Transportation Center Building     $2,925,000 
New Transportation Center Bus Lot     $1,040,000 
New Property (3 acres) TBD     
New Fueling Station     $78,000 
Fence Perimeter of New Property     $23,000 

Maintenance to Admin Facility, Transportation Remains 
Minor updates to existing Maint Shop $50,000     
Fence Admin Property $17,000     
New parking area at admin property $6,000     
New Warehouse Building $624,000     
        

Opinion of Cost Per Priority $697,000 $0 $4,681,000 
Total for Facility     $5,378,000 

Other considerations: Site for a new Transportation Facility (near HS Softball Field, see HS 
Site Plan). Moving maintenance to admin building will allow buses to stay longer at current 
facility before outgrowing it. Altgelt field possible option for transportation, however flood 
plain should be reviewed further prior to making this decision. 
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Section 4 
Prioritized and Phased Improvements 

 
The costs presented in Section 3 represent total project costs.  The costs included both construction and 
non-construction costs. Non-construction costs include architectural/engineering design, management, 
survey, geotechnical, furniture, kitchen equipment (where applicable), and other similar non-
construction costs.  The costs also include a contingency (10% in most instances).  It is important to note 
that the cost estimates included in the Plan are in current (2019) dollars.  This includes future phases or 
priorities listed in the cost tables.  Using 2019 dollars allows for ease in comparison of the various 
improvements recommended. It also allows for items to be moved to other priorities without adjusting 
for assumed inflation.  Based on the use of current dollars, it is very important to update the costs based 
on market conditions prior to securing funding or implementing any improvement.  Future capital 
improvement plans (CIP) should analyze the costs and adjusts based on the current construction costs.   
 
Another important note is that the cost estimates includes select upgrades for specific TDLR/ADA 
(handicap accessibility) issues noted as deficiencies.  In general, remodel or rehabilitated areas include 
costs to address specific TDLR/ADA issues.  While critical issues are included in the various line items 
for TDLR/ADA compliance, a comprehensive compliance plan is not included in cost estimates.  These 
items should be addressed on a case by case basis as improvements are made in District.   
 
The priority or phasing described for each site/building is listed to provide a guide for implementing the 
improvements.  Certainly all improvements can be implemented at time but oftentimes total costs are 
prohibitive.  In general, the priorities listed herein represent a timeline of: 
 

• Priority 1 0-3 Years Timeline  
• Priority 2 3-6 Years Timeline  
• Priority 3 6+ Years Timeline  

 
The timeline for implementation will be dictated by available funding and adjustment of priorities by 
current and future Boards.  It is recommended that whatever items remain after Priority 1 items be 
incorporated in 5-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).  The CIP are typically updated annually as part 
of the budget process so that current and future School Boards use the Strategic Facility Plan and CIPs 
to address facility needs.  A rolling 5-year plan can be used each budget cycle to keep a list of needed 
projects with the goal to implement in Year 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.  
 
As noted in the various sub sections of Section 3, the total costs can be addressed via various phasing 
strategies. Table 13 provides a summary of the priority and total costs for Comfort ISD.   
 
The total costs for all school related projects are illustrated in Figure 21. The total costs for all athletic 
and support facilities are shown in Figure 22. Total costs for all projects can be compared in Figure 23. 
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Table 13 - Total Cost with Phasing  

 

# School Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 Total Cost 
  Elementary Schools         
E1 Elementary  $3,520,000 $390,000 $7,605,000 $11,515,000 
  Secondary Campuses         
S1 Middle School $11,430,000 $195,000 $195,000 $11,820,000 
S2 High School $2,444,000 $208,000 $4,511,000 $7,163,000 
  District Facilities         
O1 Athletics $4,634,000 $8,431,000 $4,098,000 $17,163,000 
O2 Administration $2,886,000 $210,000 $90,000 $3,186,000 
O3 Transportation Department $0 $772,000 $4,681,000 $5,453,000 
  Subtotal Schools $17,394,000 $793,000 $12,311,000 $30,498,000 
  Subtotal Tech & Other Facilities $7,520,000 $9,413,000 $8,869,000 $25,802,000 
  Total $24,914,000 $10,206,000 $21,180,000 $56,300,000 

 
 

Figure 21 - Total Cost Schools 
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Figure 22 - Total Cost Support Facilities 
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Figure 23: Overall Cost Chart 
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Section 5 
Conclusions 

 
The purpose of this 2018 Strategic Facility Plan is to provide Comfort Independent School District a 
current snapshot of the condition of existing sites, buildings, and facilities.  Deficiency items are noted 
and alternative improvements are presented to address areas of concern.  The information included in 
this Plan will allow the current (and future) School Boards to make informed decisions on the capital 
improvements needed in District.  A suggested phasing plan is included for the cost presented.  
 
While Comfort ISD has several aged facilities, they are generally well maintained (especially given their 
historic nature).  There are a number of upgrades needed for the older structures to be kept as an asset in 
the District. The ultimate purpose of the recommended improvements is to support the educational goals 
for the students and enhance the ability of staff and teachers to use excellent maintained facilities to 
achieve the education goals.  
 
5.1 Summary 

 
A summary of the key findings in this 2018 Strategic Facility Plan include: 
 
1. While many buildings exceed 50 years of age (average district building age is 30.3 

years), there is historical value in keeping some of the older facilities and continue to 
maintain the buildings for educational purposes. 

2. The total building area in District is 329,223 SF  
3. Educational total capacity is sufficient (in spite of some education spaces not meeting 

current TEA standards). However, no portable buildings were used in this calculation. It 
is typically not recommended to include portable buildings in capacity calculations as 
structures that are temporary in nature should be replaced with permanent structures. 

4. A demographic study is not recommended at this time due to no to low growth in the area 
according to the study done in 2016. 

5. Existing information for each site/building/facility is provided in Section 3. 
6. Deficiency items are listed for each site/building/facility and summarized in Section 3. 
7. Cost include total project cost in 2019 dollars (inflation factors are not used so costs must 

be updated prior to securing funding or implementing any project). 
8. A suggested priority (Phase 1, 2 or 3) is included in the Strategic Facility Plan. It is 

recommended that whatever items remain after Priority 1 items be incorporated in a 
rolling 5-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). 

9. The improvements included in the 3 priorities are: 
a. Priority 1 =  $24,315,000 
b. Priority 2 =  $10,211,000 
c. Priority 3 = $21,518,000 
d. Total =  $56,044,000 

 
The input of staff and the School Board during this assessment was invaluable and is hereby 
acknowledged by ESC Region 13 and Sledge.  
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5.2 Implementation of Strategic Facility Plan  
 

The costs presented in this 2019 Strategic Facility Plan are all based on current dollars.  They do 
not account for future inflation or changing market conditions.  Prior to implementing any 
project or developing detail budgets for financing (such as local or bond funding), all costs 
should be reviewed and adjusted based on the project elements to be included, size of the 
resulting project, and proper inflation factors.  While priority has been assigned where 
appropriate, CISD should use this guide as a means to develop a long-range Capital 
Improvement Plan (CIP).  A rolling 5-year CIP is recommended. 
 
Comfort ISD should also update this plan periodically based on on-going condition assessments 
and enrollment needs.  At a minimum, the Plan should be referenced annually when budgeting 
for maintenance and capital improvements.  Formal updates to the Strategic Facility Plan should 
be considered every 2 to 5 years.  This Plan and future updates will leave a legacy for future 
students who use Comfort ISD’s facilities. 
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